
 
 
 

‘Tis a week before Christmas; amid the good cheer 
We pause a few moments, reflect on the year. 
Stockings all hung in the dry kiln with care, 

Since mill has shut down, there’s no wood in there. 
Talk about quota – who knows where it’s going – 

Does anyone care? – Outside it is snowing – 
Funny how calm and gentle all seems, 

Hiding the harsh, hectic world of extremes – 
Lumber piles hungry; accountants are smiling, 

While ringing bells replace sounds of phones dialing. 
Year-end after-hours computers aglow 

In search of more numbers for the bottom row. 
Some voters and Santa hand counting lists twice; 
As courts decide who has been naughty or nice. 

While wood prices dictate and fashion our earning, 
However minutely they impact our learning. 

Of course we know e-mail, perhaps we’re on-line, 
And pretty much know how to ship ‘just in time’. 

Our energies focused in trading a living – 
Seem less accustomed to mindsets of giving. 

But somehow the Season gives new definition 
To value that’s added in real recognition 

Of treasured relationships built over years – 
In good times and bad times – 

Through joys and through fears. 
May this season bring shared love and much laughter, 

For such are the gifts that live on long after 
The last of the fishes are fished from the sea; 
The last tubafour has been carved from a tree. 

And when on the rooftop you hear such a clatter, 
Don’t jump out of bed to see what’s the matter. 

It’s not Santa’s Super B-Sled in first gear – 
Hiked fuel costs have forced him to stick to reindeer – 

To unload best wishes booked ‘specially for you – 
Parcelled with New Year dreams to come true! 
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